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Anti-Intrusion Warning System-Complete set of Construction

EVERY LITTLE LIGHT FOR SAFETY

The safety of road maintenance personnel is a part of road safety. Our company has innovated and developed a safety warning complete set for road construction personnel by means of 

science and technology. This complete set is suitable for using in different road conditions and has the characteristics of flexible combination, easy to carry and obvious warning effect, which 

can effectively guarantee the personal safety of on-site construction personnel.

The Anti-intrusion warning system 

protects the personal safety of 

construction workers: 

       

Accessories Lists:

Traffic Cone Light  AB-185-2/AB-SU185-2 *20pcs

Solar Warning Light  AB-SU1230-2 * 3pcs

Solar Strobe Light  SWL-A001-2 * 3pcs

Shoulder Light  PSL-003-2 * 10pcs

If assume the speed of vehicle is  km/h, depending

on the distance of the warning line, the system can

generally provide an early warning time which is around 

, and even  is enough for us to span one 

or two lanes to escape, which could earn a precious time 

for on-site people to escape.

100

5.4s-7.2s  5.4s
On the one hand, the traffic cone lights and traffic cones 

arranged around the operation area are equipped with 

bright LED lights and superior reflective performance to 

strongly warn drivers to pay attention to detour. 

On the other hand, when a vehicle breaks into the 

operation area and knocks down the protective 

equipment, the Anti-intrusion warning system is started, 

and the hazard signal quickly reminds the operators of 

the site construction through the buzzer alarm: 

dangerous break in, pay attention to avoid!
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ACTIVATE ACCESSORIES:

ALARM ACCESSORIES:

1.Solar Warning Light (AB-SU1230-2)

After the Anti-intrusion warning system is started, the alarm accessories send out a beep alarm to warn the construction personnel: dangerous break in, pay attention to avoid!

3.Shoulder Light (PSL-003-2)

Clip

High decibel 
beep alarm

2.Solar Strobe Light (SWL-A001-2)

1. Traffic Cone Light (AB-185-2/AB-SU185-2) 2.PVC Special Flexible Traffic Cone

PVC special flexible traffic cone is set around the construction area to form a road 
block, reminding the driver to construct ahead, slow down and detour.

Solar 
energy 
supply

Bottom magnet

The wireless synchronous traffic cone light sleeve automatically enters the standby 

state at the top of the traffic cone, and the LED flashes. Under the night environment, 

it strongly warns the driver to construct ahead, please slow down and detour. Once a 

vehicle breaks through the protective equipment and intrudes, the Anti-intrusion 

warning system is activated.

*Note:                  this symbol represents the signal sender,                   this symbol represents the signal receiver.
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